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PENETRATION TESTING SERVICES - OVERVIEW 
 
Penetration Testing is a critical component of a mature cybersecurity program, as well as 
a requirement of many frameworks and standards, including PCI-DSS and enterprises with 
mature security environments implement regular (monthly or quarterly) internal & external 
vulnerability scans along with annual penetration tests.  These important, and proactive 
tests are used to expose - and mitigate vulnerabilities in organizational systems before a 
malicious insider, hacker, cybercriminals and bad actors have a chance to exploit them. 
 
Our team of information security specialists come from backgrounds with the 
Department of Defense, Department of Energy, Cisco, National Grid, NASA and many 
other leading national and international organizations. Our Pen-Testers hold prominent 
cybersecurity industry certifications such as the CISSP, CEH, SANS/GIAC, GPEN & GXPN, 
and OffSec OFCP, OFWP, & OSCE, among many others.  They are talented ethical-
hacking experts who have safely performed thousands of these proactive cybersecurity 
tests offering our clients a level of assurance and protection for their assets. 
 
Utilizing a third-party vendor who is highly specialized in this type of work is an industry 
best practice approach, and our Logical Testing Services will provide you with actionable 
intelligence data that you can use to achieve your cybersecurity goals.   
 
Once testing is complete, you will receive a comprehensive final report, prioritized by risk, 
full of recommended actions and remediation items that your organization can use to 
harden its’ environment, improve its’ architecture, and protect its data. 
 
The experts at RedPenSec can perform these security audits against your: 

  
• External Network • Wi-Fi Network 
• Internal Network • Native Applications 
• Wireless Network  • Web Applications 
• Security Code Review • Cloud Infrastructure 

 
Additionally, we are proud to offer a fully automated network penetration test platform 
that can be run on demand to help your organization monitor its progress with real-time 
activity tracking in an ever-changing security landscape. 
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TYPES OF TESTS: 
 
Black Box testing refers to a Penetration Testing method whereby an ethical hacker has no prior 
knowledge of the target system. The goal of a Black Box penetration test is to determine the 
vulnerabilities that are exploitable from outside the network by malicious intruders, hackers or 
cyber warfare attack.  Our team of expert penetration testers are highly skilled in the tools and 
methodologies for manual penetration testing and can create their own mapping of the target 
network as they seek to find any vulnerabilities that exist.  The downside of this approach is that 
the limited information provided to the pen-testers increases the probability that vulnerabilities 
will be overlooked and decreases the efficiency of the test.  Since testers do not have the 
information necessary to target their efforts towards the most high-value, exposed and vulnerable 
targets, if in fact the testers are unable to breach the perimeter, any vulnerabilities of the internal 
services will remain undiscovered and therefore, still at risk of being exploited.   
 
Grey Box testing is the next step up from Black Box testing, as the Penetration Testing Team is 
provided access, credentials, and knowledge levels of a user, potentially with elevated privileges 
on the target system. Gray Box pen-testers typically have some knowledge of a network’s 
internals, which may include the design and architecture information as well as an account 
internal to the network.  Armed with this information, the pen-testing team can better focus their 
efforts and increase their coverage on the systems with the greatest value and risk from the start, 
rather than spending time ascertaining this information on their own.  Access to internal account 
credentials also allows for testing of security inside the hardened perimeter, which walks through 
a series of tasks cultivated especially for identification and simulates the activities of a malicious 
inside-user attack, or that of an intruder with longer-term access to the network. 
 
White Box testing is the opposite of Black Box testing, and may also be referred to as Clear Box, 
Crystal Box or Open Box testing.  White Box Penetration Testers are given full access to the target 
systems’ source code, network architecture/infrastructure, credentials, etc., creating the 
challenge of sorting through the massive amount of data provided to identify vulnerabilities and 
potential points of weakness, but provides the most comprehensive analysis and assessment of 
both the outward-facing and internal networks and greatly improves the probability of 
discovering weaknesses and vulnerabilities.  Thus, White Box testing is the most time-consuming, 
and most expensive type of penetration testing.   
 
OUR METHODOLOGY: 
 
Reconnaissance 
The RedPenSec team will gather evidence and information on the target of the attack, using 
both active and passive techniques, in an attempt to find publicly exposed information that 
could lead to a security threat.  During this phase, we run several scans to create a network map 
of the target environment, which identifies accessible systems, ports and services and pinpoints 
other potential entry points an attacker might target 
 
Scanning and Enumeration 
Following the Reconnaissance stage, RedPenSec will perform a variety of information gathering 
assignments in order to enumerate resources, hosts and services that the team may be able to 
access.  We will assess the security of the selected applications, focusing on remotely exploitable 
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vulnerabilities, security architecture, design and implementation, and controls with respect to user 
access, privilege levels, development and delivery of the applications and collect the necessary 
evidence to document the presence of the vulnerability.  The target system will be given due 
care so as not to damage it. 
 
Exploitation and Penetration to safely demonstrate the potential consequences of the 
vulnerabilities discovered 
RedPenSec leverages the vulnerabilities identified in enumerated systems, computers and 
devices and attempts to exploit them by launching attacks aimed to access restricted data by 
impersonating users, take control of systems and perform other actions designed to safely 
demonstrate the potential consequences of the vulnerabilities discovered and the true risk level 
of possible impact to your systems.  We use a combination of manual techniques and enterprise-
grade software to analyze all discoverable network resources and enumerate security issues. We 
will review all aspects of the in-scope network, and where successfully penetrated, we will 
attempt to move laterally and escalate privileges in order to determine the full extent of any 
issues, including the points at which sensitive data can be accessed.  
 
Our Philosophy - To safely attack, evaluate & document the security of your infrastructure 
We perform the bulk of our testing manually, with an effective real-world approach that ensures 
the best outcome for our clients. Unlike many of our competitors, we do not simply use automated 
tools such as Nessus or MetaSploit, preferring to use hands-on techniques to safely and effectively 
attack, evaluate and document the security of your infrastructure.  In addition to ensuring that 
we provide the most thorough and accurate assessment possible, our methods greatly reduce 
the risk of unintended Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks during the exercise, which is a potential risk 
when automated testing techniques are used. 
 
A Proprietary Approach Modeled Around the most Well-Established Industry Guides 
RedPenSec will assess the security of the scope-designated Internal, External, Wireless, Web-App 
or Native Network, including the front-end, back-end, and underlying hosting architecture. Our 
work approach for web application penetration tests is modeled around the most well-
established guides such as the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Testing 
Methodology, the NIST Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment (NIS SP 
800-115), and the Penetration Test Guidance for PCI-DSS, and follows the most current 
recommendations and best-practices. We built our proprietary testing approach specifically 
around these guides as they are the definitive resources for these types of tests. Using this 
approach allows us to be creative while staying within a secure framework. 
 
A Balanced Methodology for the Best Results 
RedPenSec uses a balanced methodology of both code review and penetration testing. 
Generally, we mirror the site we are testing with a web spider that downloads all the pages and 
front-end code to make a local copy. We go through and take a look at any included JavaScript, 
framework-specific generated code, third party plugins, and any other dynamically generated 
DOM/HTML. The team then gets together to brainstorm on what the possible issues and attack 
scenarios would best fit the product.  Finally, the team looks at vulnerabilities in the web server 
software itself, in the framework used (if one was used), in back-end technologies, and any 
vulnerabilities in discovered exposed information that could be used for social engineering, 
phishing, or any other attacks used primarily to increase access or gain a foothold. 
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Final Penetration Test Report      
Throughout the penetration test, RedPenSec will document and record the exercise.  
 
RedPenSec will provide a full report of the penetration test which will include: 
 
• Executive Summary for Upper Management and Stakeholders that gives a brief high-level 

overview of the scope, methodology and results. 
 

• Attack Summary for Upper Management, that gives a concise explanation of the exercise 
and results without overwhelming technical jargon. This includes showing the protective 
measures that worked effectively and all discovered issues that lead to penetration of the 
network.  Findings will be ranked in order of severity Critical, High, Medium, Low or 
Informational. 

 
• Full Attack Narrative for Technical and Security teams, that gives comprehensive, granular 

detail of the entire exercise and everything discovered, complete with evidence 
(screenshots), proof of penetration, code, analysis of potential impact and technical details. 

 
• Remediation Actions, ranked in order of severity, detailing the exact steps that need to be 

taken in order to fix all vulnerabilities and issues discovered in the exercise. This section 
provides a clear roadmap for your technical personnel to expeditiously close all security 
vulnerabilities and gaps discovered. 
 
The Final Report will be kept strictly confidential. 
 
 
 
 
Cybersecurity Expertise to Support Your Mission 
 
We are a customer concentric, down-to-earth team, of cybersecurity and eGRC 
(Enterprise, Governance, Risk & Compliance) experts.  We value hard work, honesty, 
education, and integrity – treating others as we wish to be treated, wherever that may 
be (at work, home, or in our communities). Our independent perspective and unique 
expertise allow us to be your trusted partners and advisors in supporting your 
organizations' mission and provide peace of mind for you and your clients.      
 
At the core of RedPenSec, powered by Crafted Compliance, Inc. is our team of 
experienced professionals, each hand-picked and vetted for their cybersecurity 
knowledge and compliance expertise, as well as having a complement of overlapping 
skills and experience which allows us to collaborate effectively to bring the best solutions 
to our clients.  We are passionate about what we do and stay on the cutting edge of 
new regulations, laws, and methodologies to always bring you the most current 
information and best-in-class service. 
 
We provide our customers with world-class guidance, expertise, resources, and services 
to help your organization accomplish its' goals while exceeding all your expectations in 
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the process.  Therefore, our organization prioritizes advanced education, accreditations, 
and certifications from accreditation bodies across multiple disciplines and verticals as a 
means of keeping us on the cutting-edge of security and technology, giving us the 
highest level of understanding of the most current standards, regulations, cybersecurity 
risks, threats - and solutions - which is exactly where you should expect your trusted 
advisors to be. 

If this is what you are looking for, we would be honored to work with you and your team. 

Please feel free to give us a call at 833-4CRAFTED (833.427.2383). 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Steve Strater, CEO & Principal Intelligence Advisor 
CISSP, CISM, CRISC, ISO/IEC 27001 ISMS Lead Auditor, CBCLA (ISO 22301), CISA, CDPSE, CHPSE, 
CBCP, CCSKv4, AWS CP, PCIP, CCNP, CCNA, CCDA, JNCIA, Former PCI-DSS QSA  
Steve.Strater@CraftedCompliance.com 

Jamie Beth Maragas, COO & Global Security Compliance Assessor 
CISSP, CRISC, ISO/IEC 27001 ISMS Lead Auditor, CBCLA (ISO 22301) CDPSE, CBCP, CCSKv4, 
AWS CP 
Jamie.Maragas@CraftedCompliance.com 

Nina Y. Strater, CFO & Cyber Investigations Specialist 
CDPSE/C|OSINT, CECI, ABCP, CORCI, CCTA, CCIP, SMIA, CFHI, CEFI, CHTI, CBCA (ISO 22301) 
Nina.Strater@CraftedCompliance.com 
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